We investigate the recently developed theory of multiple membranes. In particular, we consider open membranes, i.e. the theory defined on a membrane world volume with a boundary.
whose transverse space is an orbifold C 4 /Z k and is conjectured to be the CFT dual to AdS 4 × S 7 /Z k geometry. In the case of k = 1 it is proposed that the supersymmetry is enhanced to N = 8 and that the theory describes N membranes in flat space with a geometric dual of AdS 4 × S 7 . Interestingly, there is also a 't Hooft limit given by taking both N and k large with λ = N/k fixed. In this limit the theory admits a dual geometric description of AdS 4 × CP 3 .
Alongside the M2 stands another extended object of M-theory; the M5-brane. The world volume theory of even a single M5 brane is a complicated affair. A key reason for this complexity is the self dual two-form contained in the (2,0) tensor multiplet describing the world volume fields. Generalizing this to any non-abelian version is harder still and it seems highly unlikely that there is a straightforward way to do so.
A full theory of multiple M5-branes currently remains a distant prospect.
An important tool in the study of M5 branes is the membrane. Open membranes end on M5 branes much as open strings end on D-branes [15, 16] . By studying open membranes one could hope to learn about the M5 brane. A striking example of this idea is the derivation of the M5 brane equations of motion from demanding κ-symmetry in the open membrane action [17] . In the context of BL theory there has already been some interesting work in attempting to extract information about the M5 brane [18] .
The system of a membrane ending on a fivebrane has two alternative view points.
From the membrane perspective it is conjectured, in analogy to the D1-D3 system in string theory, that the ending can be described as a fuzzy S 3 funnel solution of the Basu-Harvey equation [19, 20] and as a solution of the mass deformed ABJM model [21] . From the perspective of the M5, the M2 brane appears as a string like soliton of the non-linear world volume equations of motion. This soliton is known as the self dual string (SDS) [22] . This paper will work towards a further description of the open membrane. We will attempt to generalize the recently developed theory of interacting membranes to the describe multiple membranes whose world volume possess a boundary. This boundary should correspond to self dual strings.
In section 2, we shall restrict our attention to the gauge sector of ABJM theory with a boundary. We find that this sector can be expressed as a non-chiral WZWtype model with a central charge that scales like N . This result is consistent with the expected scaling of the degrees of freedom of the self dual string.
In the remainder of the paper we consider the full ABJM theory with a boundary. The presence of a boundary should break half the supersymmetry; the boundary obviously breaks translational symmetry and, since supersymmetry closes on translations, it is inevitable that the presence of boundary will also break supersymmetry.
A few moments of contemplation will reveal that only a half the supersymmetry can be preserved. We employ and extend the method of [23] to supplement the ABJM theory with an appropriate boundary action so that the correct amount of symmetry is preserved. We will find the BPS Basu-Harvey type equations are rediscovered as boundary conditions for the open membranes. (This is a fairly involved procedure and before tackling ABJM we address some less supersymmetric Chern-Simons matter theories.)
In section 3, we outline the procedure of [23] which allows for the construction of 1/2 supersymmetric actions for manifolds with a boundary. In section 4, we recap how this procedure applies to the N = 1 abelian Chern-Simons theory and pay special attention to boundary conditions. In section 5, we consider the N = 1 ChernSimons matter theory. In sections 6,7,8, we generalize this construction to N = 2 superspace and apply this to abelian Chern-Simons matter theory. In section 9, we apply these considerations to the ABJM model formulated in N = 2 superspace [30] .
In this N = 2 description we are readily able to lift the construction of N = 1 case and draw some interesting conclusions. A downside of working with N = 2 is that we will only ever have partial knowledge of the consequence of a boundary since not all the supersymmetry is manifest. There have been some formulations of both Bagger-Lambert and ABJM using more extended superspaces [31] [32] [33] [34] and it would be interesting to address the issue of a boundary in these formalisms. Although we do not tackle the full non-abelian gauge sector in this paper we are able to motivate the inclusion of a certain boundary potential for the matter fields. This paper should be viewed as the first step in a complete rigorous study of membrane boundary theories whose eventual goal is to learn about the fivebrane.
Boundary Theory of The Gauge Sector
As a warm up to the ideas involved we examine the pure gauge sector. The ChernSimons action is not gauge invariant in the presence of a boundary unless specific boundary conditions are added that ultimately induce physical degrees of freedom on the boundary. This is an example of the generic idea we wish to explore. We will produce a boundary action that allows the preservation of the right amount of symmetries (supersymmetry) but at first we will explore the idea with the well known case of Chern-Simons theory.
The Chern-Simons action for a Lie algebra valued gauge field, A, is given by
where M is a 3-dimensional manifold. Demanding invariance of the path under large gauge transformations requires the Chern-Simons level k be quantized. When the theory has no boundary it is purely topological; the metric does not enter into the definition of the theory 3 . If M = Σ × R and thus ∂M = ∂Σ × R, one can show that S[A] depends only on the values of the gauge field on the boundary and can be expressed as a WZW model [25] [26] [27] . Consider the simplest case where Σ is a disc with coordinates (r, θ) and the R direction is identified with time. In this case the boundary of M is a cylinder. After choosing A 0 = 0 as an Euler-Lagrange boundary condition one finds that A 0 is a Lagrange multiplier enforcing a Gauss' law constraint on the remaining components of the gauge field. Solving the constraint and a little algebra yields the WZW model,
where U is group valued. The second term at first seems to suggest that the theory depends on the value of U across the whole of M . This is illusory; under a change 3 though at a quantum level it is more subtle to show the topological nature of extension the action differs only by an integer multiple of 2π and leaves a path integral unaltered [24] . An important observation is that this is a chiral WZW model.
The kinetic term is non standard since it is first order in time derivatives. Careful consideration of the symmetries of this theory shows that only a left action of the group given by U (θ, t) → V (θ)U (θ, t) is a true global symmetry and this gives rise to a chiral current algebra [26] . We note however, that although the kinetic term is non-standard, we do not obviously have the equation of motion for a chiral boson [44] .
We will return to this issue presently.
The gauge kinetic term of the ABJM (and BL) theory is similar to the above Chern-Simons action. However, the gauge group is now a product
and there are two gauge fields, A andÂ; one for each factor. The kinetic term is now
with the essential difference in sign between the two factors. The case of BL SU (2) × SU (2) theory was discussed in [36] where it was proposed that the associated WZW model has a six-dimensional target space. This target space could perhaps be related to the M5 world volume geometry back reacted by multiple self-dual strings. That analysis was, of course, predicated on the conjecture that the SU (2) × SU (2) theory of the BL was unique and could describe multiple M2s. The subsequent emergence of the more general ABJM model, and the understanding that BL describes only two membranes, invites us to revise such an interpretation.
A key observation to make is that the Chern-Simons action (1) is not parity invariant. We will denote our coordinates in three dimensions as
The action of parity is a refelection in either spatial coordinate and is given by [27] P :
On spinors this acts with the multiplication by γ 3 . Under this action the ChernSimons term picks up a minus sign. The ABJM theory is then parity invariant with the additional identification that parity also swaps the two gauge fields [7] . direction, the Lorentz symmetry is broken and it makes a difference which spatial coordinate one chooses to reflect in. If, instead of the above parity operation (which we shall denote as P (3) ) we choose to reflect the x 1 direction with a corresponding operator P (1) then we can develop a notion of chirality. We may define chirality projectors on spinors as P ± = 1 2
(1 + γ 3 ). Then P (1) acts essentially by swapping plus with minus i.e. it switches chirality and swaps over light cone coordinates x ± = x 0 ±x 1 .
For example on a spinor, P (1) :
Again for the ABJM model these actions are to be combined with a switch of fields.
With this in mind we understand that the G = U (N ) × U (N ) gauge kinetic terms of the ABJM model produces two chiral WZW models. The three dimensional parity transformation descends to a two dimensional chirality transformation and has the effect of switching the two WZW factors. In short, the two gauge fields and relative sign of the levels are exactly what is needed to construct a full non-chiral string.
A useful observation at this stage is that in deriving the WZW model we choose a boundary condition A 0 =Â 0 = 0. This boundary condition is compatible with parity invariance and as a result the final boundary theory is non-chiral.
It is interesting to note that one would arrive at a similar non-chiral string by considering a single gauge group but when Σ has the topology of an annulus rather than a disc [26] .
The fact that the left and right moving sectors are decoupled means that the central charge is given by the usual result (see e.g. [37] )
For large N and fixed k this scales linearly in N . It is worth viewing this in terms of the 't Hooft coupling in the ABJM model. It was demonstrated in [13] that the effective 't Hooft coupling of the theory is λ = N k .
There are two natural limits to examine, large and small 't Hooft coupling. In the large 't Hooft coupling limit,
and in the small 't Hooft coupling limit where This indicates that the number of degrees of freedom of the SDS scales linearly with the SDS charge [38] or, equivalently, linearly with the number of M2 branes. More subtle anomaly considerations confirm this result [39] and can also indicate how the degree of freedom count depends on the number of five-branes (for a review of all of this see [1] ).
The linear scaling with N of the central charge derived above suggests we are on the right track in trying to interpret the boundary theory of open membranes as describing N coincident self dual strings in the large 't Hooft coupling limit.
It remains a (realistic) calculational challenge to reproduce the N 2 scaling of the boundary in the weak 't Hooft coupling theory.
Of course, the derivation of the WZW model is innately tied to the topological nature of the Chern-Simons theory. Considering the full ABJM model makes such an interpretation much harder due to the decidedly non-topological matter sector.
Nevertheless, it seems that degrees of freedom associated to the self dual string may arise as the remnants of the would-be non-propagating pure gauge degrees of freedom in the membrane.
N = 1 Supersymmetry with Boundary -General Theory
We now move on to discuss the supersymmetric theory. We will use supersymmetry to motivate the inclusion of certain boundary terms for the case of open membranes. In particular, we shall try to build an action that is automatically supersymmetric in the presence of a boundary. This construction requires no boundary condition and thus holds off-shell i.e. without the imposition of Euler-Lagrange boundary conditions.
We shall ultimately use the N = 2 superspace form of the ABJM model introduced in [30] , but, before exploring that, we review the approach for some simpler models.
We first introduce a formalism employed by Belyaev and van Nieuwenhuizen, [23] ,
for N = 1 supersymmetry and apply this Chern-Simons matter theories. We then develop this idea to tackle N = 2 supersymmetry and the ABJM theory.
In [23] it is shown how to build 3-dimensional supersymmetric actions when spacetime has a boundary and we now review this procedure. A N = 1 scalar superfield is given by
and can be integrated over superspace to form an action
The supersymmetry transformations,
ensure that the action varies to a total derivative under rigid supersymmetry. When space-time has no boundary such terms can be safely ignored using generic arguments and the action is thus supersymmetric. In the case that space-time has a boundary, which we will assume throughout to be spatial and lie at x 3 = 0, we must pay attention to this surface term. Without any other considerations we have broken supersymmetry
One might stop here and say that supersymmetry is recovered by imposing some boundary conditions. However, we should be clear in distinguishing Euler-Lagrange boundary conditions which are associated with equations of motion and the kind of boundary condition that are required to enforce supersymmetry off-shell. Instead the approach advocated by [23] is to build actions that are supersymmetric without the need for any boundary conditions. Only then, having built such a bulk + boundary supersymmetric action, should one go ahead and calculate the EL field equations and boundary conditions if so desired.
Consider the following boundary action
with supersymmetry variation
Then the combination S 0 ± S 1 has variation
where we have defined projected spinors
Hence the modified action preserves half (N = (1, 0) or (0, 1)) of the supersymmetry generated by ∓ Q ± .
We may augment this minimal process by including an extra N = (1, 0) 2-dimensional theory defined solely on the boundary. To this end it is helpful to relate 3-dimensional N = 1 multiplets to 2-dimensional N = (1, 0) multiplets. This is detailed in the appendix.
N = 1 Super Chern-Simons with Boundary
Let us apply this formalism to N = 1 abelian Chern-Simons theory. This is addressed in [23] and we recapitulate this here for convenience and to clarify a few subtleties which will become important in the more involved scenarios we consider later on.
We begin with a spinor superfield,
which contains the 3-dimensional vector field as one of its components. The notion of gauge transformation is extended to superspace
When an action is invariant under this gauge transformation the arbitrary shifts in M and χ allow the WZ gauge choice M = χ = 0. The gauge invariant field strength is given as
The Chern-Simons action is given by
Notice that the auxiliary field M is entirely absent and that χ enters only as a total derivative. This action is gauge invariant only up to a total derivative
When we have a boundary we must be careful about such terms. In keeping with our overall philosophy we do not impose a boundary condition just to restore a symmetry.
For the moment we take the view point that we have destroyed the gauge symmetries
where m = {0, 1}. The symmetry associated to the absent field M remains (trivially)
as does that corresponding to v 3 . The supersymmetry is also destroyed.
We now follow the procedure of the preceding section and add a supersymmetric restorative term
Then
is, by construction, invariant under + Q − supersymmetry transformations. Notice that by the elimination of χ + we have also restored some gauge symmetry namely
Unfortunately this modified action is a little awkward since the non-propagating gaugino has a coupling on the boundary. This prevents us from straightforwardly integrating out the gaugino which is something we may wish to do when we couple to matter.
We would like to remove this term without resorting to an ad-hoc off-shell boundary condition on λ and thereby voiding the construction of supersymmetry without boundary conditions.
We are at liberty to supplement this construction with any two-dimension N =
(1, 0) theory defined on the boundary. Suppose this system is built from the same fields we already have. Then we can find appropriate actions by decomposing Γ α into co-dimension 1 superfields as is detailed in the appendix. One finds that
are two such 2D N=(1,0) superfields. From these we can form the boundary action
We combine this with our previous expressions to find a total action for Chern-Simons with a boundary (30) which preserves + supersymmetry and which contains a non-propagating gaugino which can be easily integrated out. It is interesting to note the appearance of a dynamical fermion on the boundary. This field, which would have been pure gauge in the WZ sense, has been promoted to become dynamical. This sort of behavior is analagous to the purely bosonic case we looked at before. It should be noted that the kinetic term for this field is really chiral; one simply makes use of the identity
The new combined action has gauge transformation
where we have defined light cone combinations v ± = v 0 ± v 1 . So for the final action the full set of gauge symmetries are
(the last two are somewhat trivial since those fields are absent).
In summary we started with S 0 , (19) , an action that was neither gauge invariant nor supersymmetric in the presence of a boundary. We added a suitable term S 1 , (23) to restore + susy. We then added a separate boundary action S 2 , (28) which in itself is + supersymmetric. The final result is a combined action, S (30), which preserves half the supersymmetry and 'half' the gauge symmetry. Since χ − appears in the final theory as a propagating boundary field it seems that we might have to be cautious about adopting Wess-Zumino gauge. We shall return to this point when we discuss couplings to matter.
EL boundary conditions and WZW model revisited
We are now in a position to perform an Euler Lagrange variation of the total action.
We find the bulk variation yields the usual equations of motion
and the boundary variation requires 
we may make use of the boundary condition and carry out some integration by parts to obtain
In the standard derivation of the boundary WZW action one would now use the b.c. to eliminate the total derivative term in the above, and having done so, v 0 becomes a simple Lagrange multiplier. Although we can not do exactly this we can still use the boundary condition to modify the total derivative term by replacing v 0 with −v 1 on the boundary. The action is equivalent to
We can now use the field equation for v 0 to invoke the pure gauge constraint v i = ∂ i U .
Plugging into the action we are left with
The result appears surprising since manifest Lorentz symmetry appears to be lost and the kinetic term looks somewhat unconventional. However this sort of two-dimensional action is not unknown; it is the Floreanini Jackiw (FJ) action [43] for a chiral field.
The field equations show that ∂ 0 ∂ 1 U = −∂ 1 ∂ 1 U , and so after integrating 6 one sees that U is indeed a chiral boson. The boundary Majorana-Weyl fermion term is the natural superpartner for this chiral boson.
Although we have only addressed the abelian CS theory it seems very plausible that similar considerations in the non-abelian context would result in the supersymmetric chiral WZW of Sonnenschein [44] ; the kinetic term becomes FJ like, the Wess-Zumino term is unaltered and the super-partner is a free adjoint Majorana-Weyl fermion.
We now comment on how this might generalize to the ABJM model. First let us think about the bosonic sector. We saw in section 2 that we should anticipate a non-chiral WZW model for the ABJM theory. However we have changed the boundary condition used in the derivation of the WZW model. To construct a non-chiral boundary string theory we must choose boundary conditions that do not break the parity invariance. Therefore the appropriate parity preserving boundary conditions are v + = 0 for one gauge field andv − = 0 for the other. In the bosonic sector this choice would indeed result in chiral and anti chiral FJ action for a boundary boson.
However, such a choice is not compatible with preserving N = (1, 0) supersymmetry. Our bulk + boundary construction applied to the case of two gauge group factors would yield two propagating boundary fermions with the same chirality. This is quite
clearly not the correct supersymmetric completion of two chiral bosons of opposite chirality. Of course, this is really a triviality. Breaking half of N = 1 supersymmetry in necessarily chiral.
N = 1 Super Chern-Simons Matter Theory
We begin with a pure matter theory based on a real scalar superfield Φ = (φ, ψ, f ).
The action is given as
and the extra contribution
is such that S 0 +S 1 has + SUSY. Since no auxiliary field occurs on the boundary there is no particular motivation to add any additional boundary action to this. We now consider the U (1) gauged version of this action for complex fields with a Chern-Simons kinetic term for the gauge field. The two matter terms to consider are
Both of these terms are completely invariant under the superspace generalization of gauge symmetry:
By construction S 0 + S 1 is now + supersymmetric. At this stage we must think a little about how we expand these actions into components. One would normally adopt
Wess-Zumino gauge (χ = M = 0) however, we have established that χ − occurs as a propagating boundary field in the Chern-Simons kinetic term and the WZ symmetry associated to this field is broken. We ask to what extent can we work in WZ gauge when evaluating the above actions?
Let us answer this question in the abstract. Suppose we have some fields donated by χ, φ and some symmetry U which acts as a shift on χ i.e.
For an action S[χ, φ] that is invariant under these transformations we can gauge fix in the standard way. We introduce a fiducial choiceχ = 0 and insert this into the path integral; the Fadeev Popov determinant is trivial, and gauge invariance allows us to perform the integration over the gauge group 7 .
Now let us suppose that there is an addition action S [χ] that is not invariant
under the symmetry U . This is exactly the situation we have found ourselves in. Let us go on regardless with the gauge fixing procedure and see where we end up. This time we are not able to perform the integration over the gauge group. It may seems as though we have not achieved anything but, the key point is that for the portion of the action S that does not break the symmetry we can adopt the gauge fixing choice.
Applied to our Chern-Simons matter theory this shows that weare allowed to consider the matter sector in the WZ gauge 8 .
Expanding in components we find that the total N = (1, 0) Chern-Simons matter 7 One must also check if there are any constraints that we must enforce on the Hilbert space due to 'missing' equations of motion (for example, in string theory fixing conformal gauge requires that the stress tensor must act as zero on the Hilbert space). In the cases that we are interested in however the remaining equations of motion after gauge fixing automatically imply the 'missing' equation from WZ fields. 8 Of course, there are the regular issues of the WZ gauge breaking supersymmetry but this is not pertinent to our discussion.
theory with a boundary is given by
Now the importance of removing the boundary gaugino couplings becomes clear; we can integrate out the gaugino to generate the potential. The result (generalized to include capital Roman flavor indices) is given by
In this case the boundary terms are not especially interesting; they are just the combination of the ones obtained for Chern-Simons theory and ungauged matter separately.
N = 2 Supersymmetry with Boundary -General Theory
We now move up in complexity by considering extended supersymmetry. In threedimensions N = 2 superspace is realized by taking the Grassman coordinates to be complex:
We wish to generalize the procedure used in the N = 1 case to restore supersymmetry with boundaries. It is easiest to do this by working in a basis where we decompose the N = 2 supersymmetry into two copies of the real N = 1 symmetry [47] with the 9 We have included a normalisation factor κ for the Chern-Simons term. In the non-abelian theory, invariance under large gauge transformations requires κ to obey a quantisation condition. With traces normalised so that T r(
Under this decomposition the supersymmetry parameters are two 2-component Majorana spinors α 1 and α 2 . Thus we may repeat the construction for N = 1 SUSY with a boundary twice. We start with the most general N = 2 action
We augment this action with another term
so that S 0 +S 1 has the 2+ Q 2− supersymmetry. There is now an apparent choice for the remaining supercharge as to whether we preserve the same chirality supersymmetry 1+ Q 1− or the opposite 1− Q 1+ . We consider two further terms
Then S 0 + S 1 + S 2 + S 3 preserves ( 1+ , 2+ ) supersymmetry and we shall describe this choice as N = (2, 0). This can be expressed as a projection condition on the complex spinor
On the other hand S 0 + S 1 − S 2 − S 3 preserves ( 1− , 2+ ) supersymmetry and we shall call this choice N = (1, 1).
In N = 2 theories we can also have superpotentials of the form
where Φ is an N = 2 chiral superfield. We apply the above procedure and find
and
In which a is the lowest component of Φ. The implication is that if we are to preserve N = (2, 0) supersymmetry a superpotential term requires no boundary contribution however to preserve N = (1, 1) supersymmetry we must add to the lagrangian a boundary term of ∂ 3 W (a).
N = 2 Chern-Simons with Boundary
The abelian N = 2 Chern-Simons theory is described by an action [47, 49] 
The vector superfield V can be expanded in to N = 1 component superfields as
with components summarized by
The extended supersymmetric gauge transformation allow the 'Ivanov' gauge choice whereby we set A = 0 and invoke standard WZ gauge for the spinor multiplet namely Γ = (0, 0, v, λ) [47] . Note that this choice differs from the gauge choice adopted in some of the rest of the literature e.g. [30, 45] .
We expand S 0 into N = 1 superfields
In this action the components of A occur only inside a total derivatives which can easily been seen from the identity
Thus, without a boundary, the only difference between this and N = 1 Chern-Simons theory is the appearance of an auxiliary multiplet. In components
Following the rules of section 6, we build the extra terms
Hence we form a N = (2, 0) action
and a N = (1, 1) action
In both of these cases we find that we have a gaugino coupling on the boundary.
Motivated by the N = 1 example we now construct some 2d boundary terms that can be used to remove this term.
For the N = (2, 0) case we consider the addition of
where the half supersymmetric superfields are defined and constructed in the appendix. Expanding out into components one finds that
In this case we have removed both the gaugino couplings from the boundary at the expense of introducing some propagating boundary fields. We have two propagating fermions of the same chirality; this indicates the non-chiral (2, 0) nature of the symmetry.
Also notice that we have not eliminated the auxiliary field b from the boundary.
This will actually prove to be a source of interest to us. Notice that the other auxiliary scalar g serves as a Lagrange multiplier enforcing b to take a particular value. We then have no need to eliminate b by its equations of motion and so it is not a problem that it enters in our boundary term. Moreover, when we couple to matter this will provide an interesting boundary interaction term for the matter fields.
For the N = (1, 1) case we consider
where again we refer the reader to the appendix. We find that
Unlike the N = (2, 0) case we can no longer eliminate both the gaugino boundary couplings. The best we can do is
On the boundary the two fermions of opposite chirality seems to indicate the (1, 1) nature of the theory.
We see that the χ + λ − interaction remains. This is not a necessarily a problem; it simply means that the auxiliary field is needed for off-shell supersymmetry without boundary conditions. If we are interested in on-shell effects we may choose a boundary condition to eliminate this term providing it is compatible with the preserved supersymmetry. Such a boundary condition is be encoded in the (1,1) multiplets. For instance we may choose as a boundary condition for the gauge sector
This choice of boundary condition suggests that χ + = 0. This boundary condition would certainly eliminate any concerns about the χ + λ − interaction; on-shell we could freely integrate out λ from the bulk. It also suggests that χ + may not actually be a propagating degree of freedom at all.
We also have a non-propagating scalar squared term on the boundary given by (f + ∂ 3 a) 2 . A naive Euler Lagrange variation would suggest setting this term to zero, at least on-shell. However we can see form the boundary multiplet (92) that compatibility with supersymmetry also requires that b = 0. Similarly we see that ψ − obeys a simple 2d fermion equation of motion provided that η + = 0 on the boundary.
8 N = 2 Matter with Boundary N = 2 matter is describe by chiral and anti chiral superfields with N = 1 expansion
where the factors of half are for later convenience and the components of the N = 1 superfields are summarized by Z(θ 1 ) = (Z, ξ, F ). With our conventions the kinetic term for gauged matter is given by
According to our earlier consideration of gauge fixing we evaluate this action using 'Ivanov' gauge
with Γ = (0, 0, v µ , λ) and F = (b, η, g).
First we consider the N = (2, 0) case. The construction of section 6, yields the following bulk + boundary action
where the bulk lagrangian is given by
We observe that in this case we have a new gauge-matter coupling on the boundary of the form Z * bZ. This will lead to new boundary interactions once the auxiliary field b is eliminated. If we now couple this matter sector to the N = (2, 0) Chern-Simons term, generalize to include flavor indices and integrate out auxiliary fields, we find
where
The most striking new feature is the emergence of a scalar potential on the boundary. One possible interpretation for such a term can be found in the classical literature [50] . Consider a classical membrane whose boundary is attached to the equilibrium displacement by means of zero natural length springs as displayed in figure   1 . It is clear that such a system requires the inclusion of a boundary potential due to the potential energy stored in the elastic displacement of these springs. Applying this thinking to our above action suggests that the boundary can be thought of as being attached to some sort of elastic material which displays a non-linear restorative force to displacement. We interpret this as being due to the fivebrane. Futher understanding of this term from the fivebrane perspective would be very desirable.
If one now performs an Euler Lagrange variation we find a boundary condition for the scalar
How should we interpret this?
Let us consider searching for 1/2 supersymmetric bosonic vacuum solutions of the closed membrane theory and forget for a moment about the boundary terms. This is most easily done by looking at the Hamiltonian and employing the Bogomolny trick.
We demand that the scalar fields are in a static configuration and only vary in the x 3 direction and the gauge fields are unexcited. Then the Hamiltonian is given by
Then the minimum energy configuration satisfies the BPS bound
So we see that our 'natural' boundary condition obtained from the generalized theory corresponds exactly to the BPS equation.
We now turn to the N = (1, 1) case. Here things are slightly different. In the gauged matter sector we find
where the bulk Lagrangian is unchanged. We observe that the non-propagating scalar F appears on the boundary. Unlike the similar situations encountered before it seems to be impossible to eliminate all of these terms from the boundary by the addition of an extra boundary action. This established by a detailed examination of the N = (1, 1) boundary multiplets described in the appendix. This means that the auxiliary field is required for the action to have supersymmetry without boundary conditions.
The full result for the N = (1, 1) Chern-Simons Matter theory is
where the kinetic and bose-fermi interaction terms are as before. The occurrence of F on the boundary prevents simply integrating out F and so we have
The boundary terms are given by
If we go on-shell, we could perform a naive EL variation in F we come to the conclusion that Z must be zero on the boundary. Alternatively we might choose F = 0 as a boundary condition upfront, but after looking at the bulk equation for F we come to the same conclusion that Z = 0 as a boundary condition. More sophisticated would be to look at the boundary N = (1, 1) multiplets and see that ∂ 3 Z + F is an appropriate boundary condition. Since this choice eliminates F from the boundary action, we may simply integrate out the F term and generate the bosonic potential for on-shell fields. Also following the discussion in the section 7 (i.e. pure chern-simons)
it is natural to choose gauge sector boundary conditions in which b = f + ∂ 3 a = 0.
In this case, the lagrange multiplier which enforces b = 1 4κ Z * Z means that the b = 0 boundary condition is equivalent to fixing Z = F = 0 on the boundary. This is a little disheartening since the restrictions appear so strong. However, we shall see that when we have a superpotential that this result changes.
ABJM with Boundary

ABJM review
With a single gauge group factor the maximal extension of Chern-Simons matter theories seems to be N = 3 [46] . From an N = 2 superspace perspective this theory is built from pairs of chiral matter fields transforming in conjugate representations of the gauge group and a particular superpotential [45] . In component form this can be recast in a way with manifest SU (2) R symmetry.
The ABJM model generalizes the N = 3 theory by having two gauge group factors and and two conjugate sets of bi-fundamental matter. We summarize this action in N = 2 superspace as formulated in [30] .
The gauge fields are contained in two U (N ) adjoint superfields (V andV ). We will suppress all gauge indices. The kinetic terms for these gauge fields are Chern-Simons but at opposite levels k and −k. In superspace the non-abelian Chern-Simons action is a little complicated and is given by
The matter is described by bi-fundamental chiral superfields Z A and W A trans- 
(120)
Making this split of the transverse scalars means giving up on having manifest SO (8) R-symmetry.
The kinetic terms for the matter fields are, in our conventions,
The superpotential is given by
This superpotential has a manifest SU (2) × SU (2) global symmetry and since we are working in N = 2 superspace there is also a U (1) R . In fact, with the correct normalisation for the superpotential, which depends on the Chern-Simons level, the theory enjoys an enhanced SU (4) R symmetry [30] . The ABJM model is therefore N = 6 supersymmetric. The geometric reason for this 3 4 maximal supersymmetry is that the transverse scalars actually describe a Z k orbifold of C 4 . For k = 1, 2 this quotient should preserve all the supersymmetry [13] , however the details of this enhancement are subtle.
In summary the full ABJM model is then given by
The full bulk action can be found in [30] and is characterized by a quartic bose-fermi interaction and sextic bosonic potential.
U (1) × U (1) ABJM with boundary
Given the complexity of the non-abelian Chern-Simons term it is natural to start with the most basic U (1) × U (1) theory. In this case the superpotential obviously vanishes.
Also, because the fields commute, it turns out that all of the matter interactions disappear once auxiliary fields are integrated out. Without boundary the theory is simple and free;
where the covariant derivative acts as D µ Z = ∂ µ Z + iv µ Z − iZv µ and with opposite charges on W . In the above expression we have eliminate all auxiliary fields except F and G for reasons that will become clear shortly.
With a boundary we can essentially read off the additional terms me must add to restore half the supersymmetry from section 7.
In the N = (2, 0) procedure we find we must include the following boundary terms:
In this expression, we have used the the Lagrange multiplier equation for g andĝ to give values to the auxiliary fields b andb. These provide canceling contributions in the abelian case. Since we have chiral N = (2, 0) supersymmetry, it comes as no surprise that we have a chiral action with propagating fermions of the same chirality.
In the N = (1, 1) case
Here we see that G A and F A occur as boundary couplings.
We have preserved (1, 1) supersymmetry in the parity invariant ABJM model.
This strongly suggests that boundary theory should have equal number of left and right movers. It is not chirality invariant because these are different fields.
To gain an immediate physical understanding we go on-shell. We pick boundary conditions that are consistent with the parity invariance of the ABJM model and the supersymmetry. The boundary (1,1) superfields detailed in the appendix readily tell us how to choose supersymmetric boundary conditions 11 .
For the vector multiplet V we choose the following boundary condition:
For the other vector multipletV we choose:
Notice that we have v − = 0 andv + = 0, which is compatible with parity. These
conditions are exactly what we have seen is required to produce the combination of a chiral and anti-chiral FJ action in the pure gauge (no matter) theory.
The lowest component of these two boundary superfields show that ψ − andχ + are constrained to zero. We may also set the gauginos appearing in the boundary conditions to zero, i.e. λ − =η + = 0.
For the auxiliary scalars demanding f + ∂ 3 a =b − (f + ∂ 3â ) = 0 can only be compatible with parity if bothb and b are also set to zero on the boundary.
As we saw in the earlier example in section 8, the appropriate boundary conditions on the matter seem to be F + ∂ 3 Z = G + ∂ 3 W = 0. In the Abelian scenario this, as before, forces Z = W = 0 on the boundary. This will not be true in the non-abelian case because there is a superpotential.
If we plug in the trivial i.e. algebraic and non-derivative boundary conditions in to the (1,1) boundary terms (132) we are simply left with
This boundary theory quite clearly has two propagating fermions of opposite chirality and is essentially non-chiral.
Towards U (N ) × U (N ) ABJM with boundary
As we have seen the non-abelian kinetic term is a very complicated affair. In principle we could, by following the procedure of section 6, construct the boundary action to 11 we drop the tilde-hat notation of the appendix and understand that hatted quantities correspond to the hatted vector multiplet preserve half the supersymmetry. (For a treatment of N = 1 non-abelian super Chern-Simons using similar techniques to us see [52] ). However, if one wanted to look at this in component form it would take significant effort. There are also addition complications concerning field redefinitions and gauge fixing. Furthermore we would have to establish the correct additional terms required to remove the gaugino boundary interactions.
In this paper we don't intend to complete all of the above. Instead we will make a couple of sensible assumptions that will allow us to learn about the matter sector.
We assume that if, and only if, we were able to eliminate an auxiliary field boundary interaction in the abelian case through the addition of separate boundary actions we will be able to do so for the non-abelian case. The only difference will be the obvious inclusion of a trace.
Although we will only have partial knowledge of the gauge sector boundary terms (e.g. we do not know any commutator terms) we will have full knowledge of the matter sector. This will be enough to inform us about a boundary potential for the bosonic matter fields. In what follows we shall turn our attention to the just the boundary contributions for the bosonic matter fields. We find the following boundary terms
where the dots indicate boundary contributions from fermions in the matter multiplet and terms generated by the gauge multiplet which don't interact with the matter. The abelian contribution to these omitted terms can be read off from the constructions in the preceding section. Because we are preserving N = (2, 0) supersymmetry there is no boundary contribution from the superpotential.
In the bulk, we find that g andĝ are Lagrange multipliers enforcing b andb to take a particular value given by
We may make the above replacement into the boundary terms and find
A key observation is that we now have a quartic boundary scalar potential. We interpret this as being the effect of a five-brane. The consequence of this boundary potential can be seen in the field equations and Euler-Lagrange boundary conditions.
The matter field Z obeys a natural boundary condition of the form
It is helpful to introduce a three-bracket given by
in order to make contact with the Bagger-Lambert formulation of the ABJM model [14] . One can re-write the boundary condition using this bracket as 
This equation should yield fuzzy funnel solutions describing the membrane ending on the five-brane. However, the symmetry of this equation is only SU (2) × U (1) whereas the Basu-Harvey equation describing fuzzy three-spheres has SO(4) symmetry. Solutions of (142) have been found and are thought to represent fuzzy S 3 /Z k [42] . In [55] fluctuations of the fuzzy funnel were analyzed in a large k limit where a perturbation theory can be used. This indicated an underlying fuzzy S 2 structure rather than the perhaps expected fuzzy S 3 .
9.5 N = (1, 1) supersymmetry
We turn to N = (1, 1) case. In this case we find the following contributions to the bosonic boundary term
where again the dots indicate the fermions and the decoupled gauge sector.
As with the abelian scenario the presence of auxiliary fields in this action makes it hard to understand the on-shell nature of the theory. If we choose the same boundary conditions as the abelian case i.e.
then the boundary action reduces to
Unlike the abelian case however, the b boundary condition does not require that Z = W = 0. It does constrain the matter fields to obey
on the boundary. We may also make use of the bulk equation for F and G together with the b boundary condition to write the matter boundary condition as
These equations can be recognised as the 'F-term' BPS equations found in [42] by the Bogomolny completion of the Hamiltonian. The constraints (148) also imply the constraints found by the Bogomolny trick, although here they are a little stronger.
Note that after invoking these boundary conditions there remains a quartic boundary potential, which is not set to zero, and is given by (147). Upon performing an EL variation of the bulk+boundary action the total derivative picked up from varying the scalar kinetic terms combines with the variation of the boundary potential to
reproduce the boundary conditions.
Discussion
This paper is the first step towards the study of open interacting membranes. The ultimate aim is to gain insight into the fivebrane as a theory of open membranes
though as yet we are still far from that goal. In spite of this, the reproduction of the BPS equations as supersymmetric boundary equations encourages us that we are on the right path to understanding more about the interacting self-dual string.
(As an aside, the gauge sector of the theory is interesting in its own right as its boundary theory produces an interesting WZW model. The role of parity and the resulting chirality in the WZW model is particularly interesting).
There is still a great deal to understand. The most important limitation to this work was that using the superspace method described above meant that it was easiest to deal with only a manifest N = 2 supersymmetry. Obviously extending these results to higher supersymmetry would be of great interest though somewhat technically demanding. Essentially, one would like a complete classification of the boundaries preserving different amounts of supersymmetry, beginning with membranes that also preserve differing amounts of supersymmetry.
We also did not carry out a rigorous derivation using the full non-abelian superspace action; although we expect no surprises it would be good to have this further developed.
There is a very interesting complimentary approach to this work that we have as 
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Appendix 1: N = 1 Supersymmetry Conventions
We broadly follow Superspace. Index contraction and manipulation is given by
left ( ). With this convention it is unnecessary to show conjugation with an overbar.
Gamma matrices obey the Clifford algebra
Differentiation and integration is summarized by
The SUSY charge and covariant derivative are
and the algebra is
The covariant derivatives satisfy the following identities
A scalar superfield is given by
and a spinor superfield by
We use early Greek letters to denote spinor indices, late Greek for 3-dimensional spacetime indices (with x µ = (x 0 , x 1 , x 3 )) and Latin indices for two-dimensional space-time (x m = (x 0 , x 1 )). We assume Lorentzian (-++) signature and 013 = +1.
In three-dimensions N = 2 superspace is realized by taking the Grassman coordinates to be complex. For our purposes it is convenient to express these in terms of an N = 1 decomposition by writing
so that the N = 2 superspace covariant derivatives
are decomposed as
with
satisfying the algebra
The N = 2 chiral superfield obeys
and can be expressed as Φ = X(θ 1 ) + iθ 2 D 1 X + D 
where X(θ 1 ) = a + θ 1 ψ − f θ 
The arbitrary shift in A is usually used to gauge fix this field to zero.
14 Appendix 3: Multiplet Decomposition There is a simple procedure to obtain half supersymmetric multiplets from a fully supersymmetric one. We introduce projectors
and write the scalar multiplet as 
In principle theΓ ± βα andΓ ± βα are Lorentz reducible multiplets so we must take symmetric and anti-symmetric parts to discover the correct irreducible superfields. However one find that these fields are either scalar or vector like and not a combination of both. To be explicit we can write 
In components we havê A = a + θ + ψ − (181)
A = a + θ − ψ + (187)
To get to these forms of the superfields one actually must do a little work and use identities like
Also when calculating the correct boundary conditions one should bear in mind iden- 
